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267 RESPONSES 
196 extremely likely to recommend			48 likely to recommend
8 unlikely or likely to recommend				6 unlikely to recommend
8 extremely unlikely to recommend 			1 unknown

RESPONCES RECEIVED FROM PATIENTS
As always, superb staff & doctors
Staff is just so great!
Appointments available within one week, the nurse was on time and carried out the procedure very well.
Doctor friendly and helpful
Clinical quality
Efficient system. Positive and gentle nurse practitioner.
Caring professional service
Great efficient service
Reception/getting on the phone/accessibility is terrible but once you see a dr or nurse they are very professional and responsible
Could not get a basic prescription of Diamox for Altitude sickness. A shame I was not told ahead of the meeting that it would be the case having waited 3
50 min wait to see doctor!
Great doctors and supporting team
The reception staff were polite and helpful (as always), I was see promptly by the Doctor, and was completely satisfied with the service I received. I ha
excellent service
Excellent service from reception staff and GP. Thank you!
Dr is an excellent doctor.
Slick service, prompt response to phone calls, thorough response to enquiry with all info I needed.
Qualified personnel
Friendly staff and fast, efficient service
My blood test was painless and quick so I managed to get home before the rain started,
Very professional yet friendly, excellent all round
Great doctors and staff
good doctor
Efficient, helpful, nice reception staff and doctors
Efficient booking system; brilliant GP 
Ability to clear all my doubts about my health
Friendly reception staff and excellent doctors 
Professional and friendly as usual
Good service
Didn't have to wait long. Doctor was very helpful in the advice received. Come out of the surgery feeling positive.
Very approachable
Good services but booking is difficult
Very happy with the doctor and getting seen on time. On the negative side, the surgery should have baby changing facilities.  Secondly, it is very frustr
Efficient system of booking appointments pleasant receptionists. clarity of gp information
Easy to get the same day appointments but only in person. Almost impossible over the phone
No waiting time
Always helpful & reassuring.
95 call attempts from 8:30 to get same day appointment.
Receptionists are rude and unwilling to be helpful
Every doctor I have seen at the Practice has had an excellent manner. I can discuss any issue I have very easily and I trust and value their judgement wh
I came for an annual smear test and was called in to be told I was 4 weeks too early and should come back. It would have been helpful to receive a phone
Main reason for my response is the difficulty of getting an appointment. Recently I was on the phone for 35 minutes from 8.30 onwards but was unable to g
No delay beyond appointment time, Dr very thorough
Pleasant receptionist.  No waiting. Efficient doctor.
I really like the practice, but would like more continuity in the doctors I can see/book.
Pleased with level of service but environment a little shabby
Nurse was gentle, informative and helpful.
Because they show care and kindness .
The GP I saw today took great interest to examine me, ask questions, and suggest next steps. I had not been seen by her before and going forward will req
Professional and caring doctors and staff.
Only 10 mins late and doctor very helpful, friendly and considerate.
Helpful staff. Good nurses and doctors.
[Everyone is very helpful. The booking system is rather odd , turning up at 8.15 to make an appointment, but to get a same day one is good. 
Friendly staff and solid response time
I have been a patient at this practice for several years. I have always found them to be extremely efficient and caring. Today, I required an emergency a
Lovely reception staff, good doctor - members of staff always so helpful and polite even though they are very busy
Very hard to get appointments
Dr was very efficient, helpful and polite
Seen on time, nurse did a good job. Thank you 
Great administration and great doctor
Ease of getting an appointment- very pleasant GP
I was given an appointment at short notice, seen on time and the doctor spent considerable time discussing my symptoms.
No recent experience of another practice
Medical and office staff always helpful and efficient. AM
The Doctor did a full examination of my complaints, he listened to my concerns and is investigation my condition. He was courteous, kind, caring and resp
Dr is an excellent GP and could be made a partner
Was seem very quickly and efficiently
No choice in doctors practice - nor do I want to have to choose
Good doctors and helpful receptionists.
Very good service.
Polite and helpful when I know you're under a lot of pressure.
Sympathetic, helpful and considerate.
medical issues.
the excellent staff.
Excellent service
Dr is an excellent doctor very understanding. Receptionists very helpful
Very easy to secure a same day appointment. Desk staff always efficient and friendly. The doctor couldn't have been better. I'm always impressed by this
Dr was very thorough and attentive
The team are always very helpful and friendly.
Apart from the Doctors and nurses it is all the Receptionists who try to help patients at the surgery or on the phone
Very helpful and clear advice. Dr took time to talk through my condition and provide practical options to manage it. Receptionists were helpful
Because I always feel I'm listened to!
Although it is now impossible to book an appointment ahead when i do get an appointment on the day it is professional and efficient.
Good competent diagnosis and treatment.
Excellent availability and service.
Always happy with the service at this practice
I got an appointment really quickly and the doctor was nice and competent as the receptionist
Almost 2 months for appointments; 45 min wait before appointment; unprofessional reception staff on emergencies
Felt very relaxing when doctor was giving advice. Very good
Efficient service
My doctor is professional and kind and workers in the reception are always ready to help
Great GPs and almost always get an 'emergency' appointment on the day but 4+ weeks for non emergency is too long. Should be far greater proportion of pre
A good supportive service with time to be heard and the feeling of being listened to.
The reception staff are the most friendly.
Difficult to book appointment (very difficult to get through the phone lines at 830am which seems to be the only way to get an appointment unless 
Very helpful doctor the reception staff.
Straightforward treatment and sensible approach to a problem.

